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Microsoft MVP Brien Posey Takes a
Look at InBoxer’s Anti-Risk Appliance
MSExchange.org Gives InBoxer Its Gold Award
For A “Perfect 5-Star Rating”
Today there are numerous
government regulations
A perfect fivewhich require various
star rating,
types of organizations to
because it truly archive all of their E-mail
is a first-rate
correspondences. While the
scope of the mail retention
product.
requirements vary from
one set of regulations to another, virtually all of the
regulations require organizations to be able to sort
and retrieve messages in response to a subpoena.
It is this requirement that tends to complicate the
otherwise relatively simple task of archiving messages.
There are numerous products and services available
that can help organizations to comply with the
various E-mail retention requirements. One such
product is the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance.
The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance is designed to
provide message archiving and eDiscovery capabilities
to enterprise class organizations with up to 30,000
employees. InBoxer offers three different versions of
their Anti-Risk Appliance. There is a rack-mounted
hardware appliance, a virtual appliance that is

designed to run within a virtual server, and a cloudhosted appliance. For the purposes of this review, I
decided to try out the cloud-hosted appliance.

The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance’s
Architecture
The initial setup process required me to provide
InBoxer with access to my journaling mailbox. I have
to admit that I was initially a bit apprehensive about
granting InBoxer access to this mailbox since it was
filled with sensitive data, but I felt better when I
learned that InBoxer uses a secure datacenter, and that
they use a separate virtual server for each customer.
If you really stop and think about it, it makes perfect
sense for the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance to latch
on to the journaling mailbox. Exchange Server is
designed in such a way that allows an administrator
to create a rule that places a copy of every message
into the journal mailbox. The InBoxer Anti-Risk
Appliance then downloads the journal mailbox’s
contents using a POP3 session.
While this approach provides the InBoxer Anti-Risk
Appliance easy access to all of the E-mail messages
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flowing through the Exchange Server organization,
there are some other, less obvious benefits to using
this approach.
For starters, the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance
downloads messages from the Exchange Server
using the POP3 protocol. As you probably already
know, POP3 is a universal messaging protocol that is
supported by virtually all mail systems. As such, the
InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance could conceivably be
used with mail systems other than Exchange Server,
provided that the mail server provides a way to
automatically copy each message to a target mailbox.
Another important advantage to the way that the
InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance retrieves mail from an
Exchange Server is that the mail server’s topology
does not have to be restructured.
I have worked with a couple of other mail archiving
products that required me to change my messaging
topology so that the appliance could be placed
between my firewall and my mail server. Not
only is the restructuring process a little bit
messy, but if the appliance fails then mail flow
is disrupted.

look anything up.
The only configuration task that I had to perform on
my end was to enable Exchange Server’s journaling
feature. I am guessing that most larger organizations
would not even have to worry about performing this
step since such organizations would typically already
have journaling enabled.
A day or two after submitting the required
information to InBoxer, I received an E-mail message
with a link to my cloud-hosted appliance. I was able
to access my cloud-hosted appliance by clicking on
the link and signing in using a set of credentials that I
had provided to InBoxer.

Using the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance
After logging in, I was taken to the product’s mail
user interface, which you can see in Figure A. As you
can see in the figure, the interface is divided into two

Furthermore, I have seen more than one
situation in which such an appliance became
bogged down and either failed to archive
some messages or slowed mail flow to a crawl.
Since the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance simply
downloads messages from the Exchange
journal, these types of issues are of no concern.

The appliance
caught every
“bait” message
that I sent.

The Setup Process

Being that I chose to
Figure A: This is what the appliance’s user interface looks like
review the cloud-hosted
sections. The upper section is the dashboard display.
appliance, I did not have to
It allows you to get a quick idea of the types of
worry about installing or
messages that are passing through your mail servers.
configuring any software.
Instead, a representative from
The lower portion of the interface is where you can
InBoxer asked me to fill out an online form with a
actually interact with the appliance. If you look at the
few key pieces of information about my Exchange
lower left portion of the screen capture, you can see a
Server organization. This information that the form
series of icons. You can drag these icons to the blank
asked for was very basic, so I was able to complete the
area within the workspace to produce various types of
form in less than five minutes, and without having to
reports.
www.inboxer.com
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The appliance
is able to
display
the results
instantly.

To give you an idea of what I am talking about,
imagine that you decided that you needed to protect
the organization from lawsuits by actively looking
for any E-mail messages that could be deemed as
harassment. How could you possibly look for E-mail
harassment using a key word search? While you
might be able to come up with a few good search
terms, searching on those terms alone would not be
a good solution because it would be far too easy for a
message to slip through the cracks.

As I am sure you know, most first generation spam
filters were keyword based. In other words, if the
filter encountered phrases such as online casino,
discount pharmaceuticals, or mail order brides, then
it could be relatively sure that the message was spam.
Eventually though, the spammers realized that they
had to stop using certain words and phrases if they
wanted their messages to make it past the filters. In
response to the spammers new tactics, many of the
anti spam products began using heuristics.

This is where the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance’s
filtering engine comes into play. The appliance
uses heuristics to look at a message’s characteristics.
That way, the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance can
determine whether or not a message’s characteristics
are consistent with known forms of harassment,
rather than simply looking for keywords. Of course
harassment is not the only thing that the InBoxer
Anti-Risk Appliance can look for. The appliance
contains numerous filters designed to look for things
like privacy and HR issues.

Heuristic Filtering
The primary feature that
sets the InBoxer AntiRisk Appliance apart from
competing products is its
filtering technology. The
easiest way for me to explain
how the appliance filters
messages is to compare it to
the way that a spam filter works.

The idea behind heuristics is that it is possible to
determine whether or not a message is spam by
looking at the message as a whole rather than looking
for certain words or phrases. Anti spam product
vendors began writing algorithms to analyze the
characteristics of messages that were known to be
spam, as well as the characteristics of legitimate
messages. Eventually, it became possible to reliably
determine whether or not a message was spam by
examining the message’s characteristics.
The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance’s search feature
works in a similar manner. Many of the eDiscovery
products on the market require the use of key word
searches. In some situations this approach works
pretty well. For example, if you need to compile all of
the messages sent to or from a certain company, then
a key word search will definitely get the job done.
Likewise, if you wanted to make sure that employees
have not been using swear words in messages sent to
the clients, then a keyword search would get the job
done. Sometimes though, a keyword search just is not
practical.

www.inboxer.com

While this approach to message filtering sounds good
in theory, I was really curious as to how well it would
work in the real world. What I found was that the
InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance tended to err on the
side of caution. The appliance caught every “bait”
message that I sent, but there were also some false
positives.
To get a better idea of what I am talking about, take
a look at Figure B. This figure shows the appliance’s
Medical Content filter. InBoxer included this filter in
the appliance because HIPAA laws prohibit certain
types of medical information from being disclosed.
Being that I do not work in the medical field, I was
really curious what this filter would uncover.
As you have probably noticed, most of the messages
that the filter reported were spam. This brings up an
important point. The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance is
designed for use in large organizations with thousands
of mailboxes. My own organization is nowhere near
that large. This being the case, I configured my
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If you look at Figure C, you can see the window
that was displayed when I opened the message.
The black sections are areas that I have blacked
out to protect the sender’s privacy. At any rate,
you will notice that the message contains the
phrase “ironing out whatever wrinkles may
occur”. The word “wrinkles” is what caused the
message to be classified as containing medical
content.
I have to say that I was impressed by the fact
that the InBoxer appliance picked up on this
message.

Figure B: The Medical Content Filter helps to ensure
HIPAA compliance

Although it was a false positive, the message
very well could have contained medical
information. The term “wrinkles” is not
something that I would have thought to include

Exchange Server to journal all of the messages
passing through the transport pipeline; including
spam. Doing so allowed me to test the appliance
on a larger number of messages than I would
have otherwise been able to. In the real world,
it is important that you do not journal spam
because, as you can
I was
see in the figure above,
excessive spam can
impressed by
greatly skew the filter
the fact that
results.

the InBoxer
appliance
picked up on
this message.

With that said, it
is pretty easy to
see why most of
these messages were
flagged as containing
medical content. The message’s subject lines
refer to everything from healthy pizza recipes
to prescription weight loss. You might have
noticed, though, that one of the messages has
the subject line “InBoxer appliance setup”. This
was a message that someone at InBoxer had sent
me in response to a question that I had about
this review. I couldn’t imagine how this message
could possibly have been reported as containing
medical content. Thankfully, the appliance
allows you to click on a message’s subject line
Figure C: The appliance allows you to open any message
and read the message.
www.inboxer.com
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in a keyword search, and yet the appliance
found it.
Although false positives can be frustrating
at times, I believe that it is important for a
product sold as an “Anti-Risk Appliance” to err
on the side of caution rather than potentially
overlooking messages.

Alerting
In the example above, I manually checked
to see if any messages had been flagged as
containing medical content. It does not have to
be that way though. The appliance contains a
very flexible alerting mechanism. For example,
Figure D shows an alert that is triggered by
Figure D: The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance can generate alerts
messages containing medical content. In this
when certain types of messages are detected
case, if such a message is detected then the
message is blind copied to a designated contact, and
applications is that queries tend to be really slow.
a manager is alerted.
The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance seems to solve this
problem though, through the use of something called
Indexing
Pre-Search. Pre-Search executes more than eighty of
the most common queries in the background. That
One of the big problems with many eDiscovery
way, whenever an administrator performs one
of the more common queries, the appliance is
able to display the results instantly.

Figure E: The InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance offers a
plethora of search tools

www.inboxer.com

Of course this does not mean that
administrators are limited to performing
the most common search queries. In fact,
the InBoxer Anti-Risk Appliance includes a
multitude of different search utilities, as shown
in Figure E. These utilities allow administrators
to perform anything from natural language
searches, to content category searches, to
complex custom searches. During my testing,
I experimented with several different types of
searches. I found that the appliance returned
my search results very quickly, even when I
searched on something that was outside of the
norm.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, I found the InBoxer Anti-Risk
Appliance to be a solid and reliable product. The
user interface was very intuitive, and the feature set
seemed to be very well thought out. Sadly, there are
several nice features that I
was unable to discuss due
A solid and
to space limitations. These
reliable
features include things like
litigation hold and audit
product... a
trails.

perfect score.

I am always reluctant to give
the products that I review a perfect score, because I
fear that perfect scores will be perceived as personal
bias. In this case though, I have to give the InBoxer
Anti-Risk Appliance a perfect five-star rating, because
it truly is a first-rate product.
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